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CLASSIC N10
Big protection, small gate

MERCHANDISE AVAILABILITY SOLUTIONS



COMPACT EAS ANTENNA
for smaller entrances/exits

BACKFIELD DETECTION
allows for closer merchandising without false alarms

JAMMER DETECTION
alerts stores to the use of EAS Jammers

FLASHING LED
provides visual deterrent

SIMPLE TO INSTALL
and maintain

I manage a chain of small local convenience stores.  We have noticed that the shrink rate in certain stores has 
been rising over the last few years,  but we lack the space to install traditional EAS antennas.  Is there a solution 
which will not only deter potential thefts,  but will notify store colleagues if merchandise is being taken from 
the store without being paid for?

Space or the lack of in convenience stores is a challenge, especially when it come to installing EAS solutions.    
Systems need to be small enough to fit into the entrance/exit doorway, but still have the high detection 
rates of a larger solution. Ease of installation is another requirement in confined and restricted areas, where 
disruption has to be kept to a minimum. 

The CLASSIC N10 from Checkpoint Systems has been developed alongside our C-Store partners and due to 
it’s small footprint and great performance, will fit perfectly into a convenience store environment.  The N10 
is simple to install and maintain and provides an effective EAS solution without impacting much needed 
merchandising space.
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Dimensions
HEIGHT:    30.5” / 77.5cm
WIDTH:         2.” / 5.08cm 
DEPTH:         6” / 15.24cm
APPROX WEIGHT:       13.22lbs/6kgs 

Frequency
8.2 MHz EU
7.2 - 9.5 MHz NA
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N10 front view with 
optional bracket

Part Numbers
10086456    Pedestal CLR N10 SSB
10085273    Controller Unit
10092755    Mounting Floor Stand 
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